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ABSTRACT
Abstract— This paper presents a hierarchical transient analysis
method for piecewise-linear (PWL) circuits suitable for early stage
verification of analog and mixed-signal circuits. The new method
is based on a novel parameterized modeling of PWL devices, which
results in very compact circuit matrices compared to existing PWL
simulation algorithms based on ideal diode models. The new PWL
symbolic analysis features exact symbolic solution of linear systems
via graph based hierarchical analysis technique and PWL model-
ing of nonlinear devices. The resulting parameterized PWL circuit
equations are solved by a modified Katzenelson event-driven algo-
rithm to obtain transient responses for all subcircuits based on the
symbolic solutions. Since PWL components are modeled symbol-
ically in the new method, symbolic solutions are built only once
and used repeatedly throughout the entire simulation, which makes
the new PWL simulation algorithm more efficient than the Newton-
Raphson (NR) based numerical methods which require solving of
linear equations (LU decomposition) at every step in NR iterations.
Experimental results on a number of analog circuits show that the
proposed hierarchical method outperforms the commercial simula-
tor, SIMetrix and the flat PWL simulator.

1. INTRODUCTION
Piecewise-linear(PWL) modeling has been a preferable choice for
the behavioral-level simulation at the early stage of nonlinear ana-
log design because of its easy operability and flexibility. Piecewise-
linear simulation uses piecewise-linear approximation to describe
general (weakly or hard ) nonlinear behavior. Piecewise-linear sim-
ulator offers several advantages over traditional Newton-Raphson
based nonlinear circuit simulators. It can model the different-level
components in a uniform way and is highly suitable for the mixed
analog-digital circuits. Besides, PWL algorithms have excellent
convergence properties, especially, for hard nonlinear circuits due
to the nature of piecewise-linear modeling. Simplified PWL mod-
els can be used to obtain considerably faster simulation with the
controlled loss of accuracy. [9, 3]

There are two kinds of PWL simulation tools for DC and transient
analysis in the past. The first category is pure numerical methods
such as PLATO [7], Popcorn [8], constant system matrix method
[9], SPECS [3], PLANET [5] etc. PLATO uses multi-rate inte-
gration techniques together with efficient sparse matrix methods to
solve piecewise linear equations; SPECS formulates equations on
the state variable basis using tree/link hybrid analysis, but it as-
sumes all branch currents are piecewise constant in time domain
which precludes inductors. Also in PLATO and PLANET tools,
the ideal diode model is used to implicitly model each segment of
PWL components and the resulting circuit equations lead to Linear
Complementary Problems (LCP), which are solved numerically by
Katzenelson’s algorithm [6].
∗This work is funded by NSF CAREER Award CCF-
0448534, NSF Grant OISE-0451688 and UC Regent’s Faculty
Fellowship(04-05).

However, such ideal-diode based PWL component modeling will
lead much larger circuit matrix as ∑ki extra rows and columns are
added, where ki is the number of segments of the ith PWL com-
ponent. For a circuit with 20 PWL components and 5-segment ap-
proximation for each I-V curve, there will be 100 extra rows and
columns. Obviously the large circuit matrix, which in turn will in-
creases simulation time, will be generated when the number of the
PWL components or the number of segments becomes large. Even
for the Popcorn [8] and the constant system matrix method [9] in
which no ideal diode model is used, there are a lot of matrix op-
erations and updates whenever the network state switch from one
region into another linear region.

The second PWL simulation category is by symbolic analysis which
includes Mathematica-based techniques [11], behavioral modeling [1]
and recent complementary-decision diagrams method [10, 2]. But
for the first two methods intensive human interaction is still re-
quired, which makes them unsuitable for analyzing large PWL cir-
cuits. The complementary-decision diagrams method is also based
on the ideal diode model of PWL components and it can solve the
LCP problem symbolically, which leads to explicit symbolic ex-
pressions for PWL circuits. But this method still suffers from the
large matrix problems as matrix size grows with the product of the
number of PWL segments and the number of PWL components.
This makes symbolic analysis very difficult as flat symbolic anal-
ysis (even with DDD techniques) still can’t analyze very large cir-
cuits (more than 100 nodes) and symbolic hierarchical approach to
the LCP problem is difficult (if possible at all) as there is not iden-
tity matrix (thus inverse matrix) for solving the LCP problem [4].

In this paper a general hierarchical piecewise symbolic analysis
approach is proposed which features parameterized PWL model-
ing, hierarchical symbolic analysis and event-driven (Katzenelson’s
method) PWL analysis scheme. Our parameterized PWL Modi-
fied Nodal Analysis(MNA) matrix is very compact compared with
ideal-diode based circuit formulation method. Hierarchical scheme
allow much larger nonlinear analog circuits (actually without limi-
tation) to be analyzed symbolically.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the param-
eterized representation of PWL circuits; Section 3 reviews the con-
cept of the DDD graphs for symbolic analysis of linear circuits and
introduces the time-domain DDD; Section 4 reviews the hierarchi-
cal symbolic analysis of PWL circuits; Section 5 presents the gen-
eral Katzenelson’s algorithm; Following that, Section 6 proposes
our hierarchical method for PWL transient analysis; Section 7 gives
the experimental results for a number of nonlinear circuits which
are compared with SIMetrix [12] and the flat PWL simulator; Sec-
tion 8 concludes the paper.

2. PARAMETERIZED REPRESENTATION
OF PWL DEVICES
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For the PWL I-V curve of a two-terminal device shown in Fig. 1,
the MNA stamp can be written below for any segment in which the
PWL component operates

n1 n2 npwl
n1
n2

npwl

[
1

−1
1 −1 −Ri

] [
Vn1

Vn2

Ipwl

] [
Vi

]

here Ri is the reciprocal of the slope of the ith segment and Vi is its
intercept with x-axis. Since this Ri and Vi are symbolic variables for
any segment that PWL component operates, this MNA expression
is the same for all the segments of one PWL component. For each
PWL component there is just one extra row needed no matter how
many segments are used to represent the I-V curve of the nonlinear
component, which reduces the MNA size drastically compared to
ideal diode model for large nonlinear circuits.
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Figure 1: The piecewise-linear I-V curve for a two-terminal
nonlinear component.
Similarly, we can also write the stamps of PWL voltage-controlled
voltage source as

n1 n2 n3 n4 npwl
n1
n2
n3
n4

npwl

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1
−1

0
0

−Ri Ri 1 −1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Vn1
Vn2
Vn3
Vn4
Ipwl

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎣

Vi

⎤
⎥⎦

and PWL voltage-controlled current source as

n1 n2 n3 n4 npwl
n1
n2
n3
n4

npwl

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1
−1

0
0

0 0 1 −1 −Ri

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Vn1
Vn2
Vn3
Vn4
Ipwl

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎣

Vi

⎤
⎥⎦

With all those PWL components, general equations for a PWL
circuit can be written as

Hx = b (1)

where H is the PWL circuit matrix and x is the circuit unknown
vector. b is the right-side part composed of system excitations like
current sources. Notice that the resulting PWL circuit matrix is
a standard MNA circuit matrix, which avoids the complementary
linear problem introduced by using ideal diode models for PWL
components. The main advantage of using the standard MNA for-
mulation is that all the linear symbolic/numerical techniques can be
used to solve the resulting PWL matrix easily.

3. TIME-DOMAIN DDD GRAPHS
3.1 The DDD Graph based Method for Deriv-

ing Transfer Functions
In this subsection, we briefly review the determinant decision di-
agrams (DDDs), to derive the symbolic solution of a linear cir-
cuit [14].

Determinant Decision Diagrams [14] are compact and canonical
graph-based representation of determinants. A DDD graph is simi-
lar to binary decision diagrams (BDDs) except that a sign is associ-
ated with each node to represent the sign of a product term from the
expansion of a determinant. Also like BDDs, DDDs are very capa-
ble of representing huge number of symbolic terms from a determi-
nant. The hierarchical approach using DDD graphs can essentially
drive symbolic solutions for arbitrary large linear circuits [16, 17]

3.2 The DDD Based Method for Deriving Sym-
bolic Time-domain Solutions

In this paper, we built a time-domain DDD to derive the symbolic
expressions for PWL circuits at any active linear region. For sym-
bolic transient analysis, the major difference, compared with sym-
bolic analysis in frequency domain, is that symbolic solutions for
all the unknown are required instead of just transfer functions. In
addition to the different stamps for reactive components like ca-
pacitors and inductors, where backward Euler formula is used to
obtain the stamps of capacitors and inductors, the parameterized
PWL components have their unique stamps as shown above.

For symbolic solutions, according to Cramer’s rule, the kth compo-
nent xk of the unknown vector x in Eq.(1) is obtained as follows:

xk =
det(Hk)

det(H)
. (2)

Where Hk is a n×n matrix defined as

Hk =

⎡
⎢⎣

a1,1 ... a1,k−1 b1, a1,k+1 ... a1,n
a2,1 ... a2,k−1 b2, a2,k+1 ... a2,n
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

an,1 ... an,k−1 bn, an,k+1 ... an,n

⎤
⎥⎦ . (3)

Notice that both numerator and denominator are determinant, so

Vs

Rbpwl
C R

Figure 2: A simple circuit with a PWL component.

we can use two shared DDD graphs to represent the solution for xk.

We take a simple circuit as an example on how to compute the sym-
bolic solution represented by DDD graphs. For the circuit shown in
Fig. 2, there is one two-terminal PWL component Rbpwl . Suppose
the time step for transient analysis is h, then the MNA equation can
be written as⎡

⎢⎣
0 −1 1 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 −Ri −1
0 0 −1 1

R + h
C

⎤
⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎣

V1
IV1

IRbpwl

V2

⎤
⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎣

0
Vs
Vi
IC

⎤
⎥⎦ (4)

where Ri and Vi are the reciprocal of the slope and intercept of
any segment that the PWL can operate at, R and C are for resis-
tor and capacitor respectively, h

C and IC are the conductance and
current source associated with the capacitor which is generated by
backward-Euler integration method. Here we just show how to rep-
resent the current Ibpwl through the PWL element Rbpwl with DDD
graphs. In the above equation, Ibpwl corresponds to the third row
and we can write

Ibpwl =
det(H3)

det(H)
(5)

where H is the 4×4 matrix of the left side of Eq.(4) and H3 is the
matrix from H by replacing its third column by the right-side vector
[0 Vs Vi IC ]T .
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Correspondingly, the DDD graph representation for the determi-
nants is shown in Fig.3.
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Figure 3: The DDD graph representation for det(H) and
det(H3) for the simple circuit.

and the expression for the solution Ibpwl is

Ibpwl =
Vi(

1
R + h

C )+ IC −VS(
1
R + h

C )

−Ri(
1
R + h

C )−1
(6)

4. THE HIERARCHICAL SYMBOLIC ANAL-
YSIS FOR PWL CIRCUITS

Hierarchical analysis is to reduce the size of the circuit matrix via
subcircuit reduction. Such a reduction process can be performed
using Schur decomposition method. A fully symbolic analysis based
on determinant decision diagrams was proposed in [16], which can
handle arbitrary large linear circuits.

In this paper, we apply this hierarchical symbolic analysis method
to obtain the exact symbolic solution of PWL circuit matrices, which
actually is the MNA matrix except some circuit parameters are
changing with time due to PWL devices. Specifically, suppose
the Eq.(1) represents a hierarchical PWL circuit with one subcir-
cuit. We partition the circuit unknowns–the node-voltage variables
and branch-current variables into three disjoint groups xI ,xB and
xR, where the superscripts I, B and R stand for, respectively, inter-
nal variables, boundary variables and the rest of variables, then the
Eq.(1) can be written as⎡

⎣ HII HIB 0
HBI HBB HBR

0 HRB HRR

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣ xI

xB

xR

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣ bI

bB

bR

⎤
⎦ (7)

where the matrix HII is the internal matrix associated with internal
variable vector xI . Then subcircuit suppression is used to eliminate
all the variables in xI and the equation are simplified as:[

HBB∗
HBR

HRB HRR

] [
xB

xR

] [
bB∗

bR

]
(8)

where

HBB∗

= HBB −HBI(HII)−1HIB (9)

and

bB∗

= bB −HBI(HII)−1bI (10)

Once the parent circuit variables xB are known, we can obtain the
internal variables of subcircuit AII by solving

HIIxI = bI −HIBxB
. (11)

In this way, we can compute all the unknown variables in the sub-
circuits.

It was shown in [18] each element in the HBB∗
and bB∗

can be rep-
resented by the ratio of two determinants, which in turn can be rep-
resented by DDD graphs. Therefore, the whole solution of circuit
unknown can be represented by hierarchical tree of DDD graphs.

5. REVIEW OF GENERAL KATZENELSON’S
ALGORITHM

Katzenelson’s algorithm is introduced by Katzenelson in 1965 but
still extensively used in PWL DC and transient analysis [6]. Con-
sider a flat piecewise-linear circuit for which the equation can be
written as in any linear region for some input signals

Hmx+wm = y (12)

where Hm is the system matrix for the mth linear region and wm

x0

x1

x2

x3

y0

y1

y2

y3

Figure 4: Illustration of the inverse mapping from y to x and
state transition between linear regions.

is the corresponding constant vector for the linearization in this
region. Variable y typically represents some independent current
sources. Compared with Eq.(1), we can find wm and y are in fact
two parts of b and they are separated intentionally. At the beginning
the operating regions are unknown so we select the node voltages
arbitrarily. Suppose there is an initial solution x0 which meats

Hmx0 +wm = y0 (13)

Since y0 �= y we need to apply some iterative steps for correction as
shown in Fig. 4. Let

∆yk = Hm
k xk +wm

k −y = Hm
k ∆xk (14)

represents the error vector of right-hand side at kth step. If the final
solution is in this linear region, then we use x = xk + ∆x to obtain
the results. But if any one component crosses into a new linear
region, then we can increase xk by a small step instead of a full step
so that the component goes into the boundary. So we have

xk+1 = xk +λ∆xk (15)

where λ is the minimum possible value and meets the requirement
of 0 < λ < 1 to ensure there is only one component crossing into a
new linear region at one time. Otherwise a so-called corner prob-
lem appears if there are two and more components changing into
new regions. There, however, exist iterative procedures developed
to solve this problem [13]. This procedure repeats until the final
operating region and solution are obtained.

6. NEW HIERARCHICAL TRANSIENT ANAL-
YSIS OF PWL CIRCUITS

In our new method, the Katzenelson’s algorithm is combined with
hierarchical symbolic method to perform the transient analysis for
the hierarchical piecewise linear circuits. The new algorithm is de-
scribed as follows:

1. Build symbolic expressions for all the subcircuit and top level
circuit in a bottom up way. For each subcircuits, we need to
build symbolic expressions in terms of DDD graphs for its
parents due to Eq.(9) and Eq.(10) and expressions for solv-
ing its internal variables due to Eq.(11).
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2. At the top level (root) circuit, formulate the equations for the
root circuit

Hm
k ∆xk = ∆yk (16)

The ∆y on right-hand side are symbolic expression, which is
composed of independent sources and the sources produced
by reactive elements’ companion models.

3. Initially, we assume both the voltages at all nodes and the
currents through all branches are zero since for most devices
the current will not exist if no voltage exist. That means for
Eq.(12) at t = t0 we can take x0 = 0 and y0 = 0 as the initial
solution.

4. At each time point t = tn, all input sources and the current
and voltage sources associated with reactive components are
updated; We use the solution at time tn−1 as our initial solu-
tion and correspondingly the linear region variables are used
to update the matrix Hm

k for the root circuit which is the ma-
trix for our initial solution of Katzenelson’s algorithm; Also
update the matrix for all the subcircuits. Then we search to
the answer of PWL circuit at current time step:

(a) Calculate the right hand side ∆y for all subcircuits with

∆y = y−y0 (17)

If t = 0, then ∆y = y; otherwise ∆y equals to the differ-
ence of right-hand side between current time t = tn and
previous time step t = tn−1; Then use Eq.(10) to calcu-
late the right hand side for all middle circuits and root
circuit in a bottom-up way.

(b) Substitute Hm
k and ∆y into the symbolic solution of Eq.(16)

to obtain numerical solution ∆x; And then substitute the
solutions into its subcircuit equation to obtain solution
xII for all subcircuits; Repeat this in a top-down way
until all the solutions of leaf circuits are obtained; In
this procedure all the DDD graphs for the determinant
and cofactors are evaluated.

(c) For root circuit and all subcircuits, compute λ, where
λ = min(λi) and λi is the value which makes the ith
PWL component to reach the boundary xb

i :

λi =
(xb

i −xi)

∆xi
(18)

and λ meets the condition 0 < λ ≤ 1.

(d) Update the solution for root circuit and all subcircuits
at time t = tn as

x0 = x0 +λ∆x

y0 = y0 +λ∆y (19)

(e) If λ = 1, x0 is the final solution at time t = tn. Otherwise
switch to the new linear region of the PLW component,
which makes the minimum λ. Update the matrix Hm

k
of the corresponding root circuit or subcircuit with cor-
responding linear variables, go to step (a) to repeat the
steps (a)-(e) until λ = 1, which means the PWL solution
is found.

5. Go to next time point t = tn+1.

Notice that circuit solutions need to be solved repeatedly to find the
valid solutions at each time step in Katzenelson’s algorithm. This
makes our symbolic based approach more attractive as we need
to build the symbolic expressions only once and evaluate them for
many times, which in contrast with numerical method where circuit
equations has to be solved (LU decomposed) at every iteration in
Katzenelson’s algorithm. In some sense, the improved Katzenelson

iteration is similar to the Newton-Raphson iteration to reach a so-
lution for a nonlinear equation. Katzenelson’s algorithm, however,
is guaranteed to converge as all the linear region will be searched
after sufficient events.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we take some analog circuit examples to show the
effectiveness of our new method for PWL circuits. All of them are
finished on a Linux PC with 2.4Ghz CPU and 484M RAM.

The first example comes from an actual circuit design which is a
Pulse-Width-Modulated(PWM) system shown in Fig. 5 for power
amplification. It uses upper and down triangle waves to sample
input signal as shown in Fig. 6. The compared output after com-
parators CMP1 and CMP2 is fed into the LC filters. The advantage
of the double triangle waves for sampling is that output signal is
zero when the input is zero (eg. audio signal is in this situation for
most of time) in order to save power.

The feedback network, which is composed of R3, R3, R5, R6,
R7, R8, C4, C5 and one operational amplifier(OPAMP) OPA2,
can reduce distortion of the system. In our experiment, we first
use a Spice-like simulator to do the transient analysis of the spe-
cific PWM system which is completely implemented with MOS
circuits, and then use our PWL tools to simulate it again with the
corresponding behavioral piecewise-linear models. The results are
compared with each other. The circuit implementation of OPAMP
is shown in Fig. 7 which is a three-stage amplifier. For extracting
its behavioral model, we conduct DC sweeping and AC analysis
to obtain its gain characteristics, finite output swing and slew rate
limiting etc., which are the most important factors for deciding its
transient behavior. Similar to the procedure recommended in pa-
per [19], the derived OPAMP piecewise-linear model illustrated in
Fig. 8, which includes one piecewise-linear voltage-controlled cur-
rent source GPWL1 for slew rate limiting and one piecewise-linear
resistor BPWL1 for output clamping. For the comparator, its circuit
implementation is shown in Fig. 9 and it is replaced by a piecewise-
linear voltage-controlled voltage source as its behavioral model.
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Figure 5: A PWM system with behavioral models of OPAMP.

We use SIMetrix [12], which is a commercial Spice-like simula-
tor and can support BSIM4 MOSFET models to perform the full
transistor-level simulation. For the transient simulation of the cor-
responding piecewise-linear circuits we use SPWL-flat and SPWL-
hier tools, which are the flat and hierarchical PWL simulator tools
respectively developed by authors. Specifically, The SPWL-flat
simulator treats the circuit as a flat circuit while SPWL-hier simu-
late circuit hierarchically as described in the previous section. The
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Figure 6: The sampling of signal with the upper and down
triangle-wave signal in PWM system.
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Figure 7: The MOS circuit implementation for the OPAMP.
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Figure 8: The behavioral model for the OPAMP amplifier.
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Figure 9: The MOS circuit implementation for the comparator.

transient waveforms are shown in Fig. 10, which are close to actual
results from SIMetrix as it forecasts correct amplitudes of the out-
put voltage. The noticeable discrepancy comes from the fact that
we only model the key factors like clamping voltage and slew rate.
With more accurate PWL models, our simulation results will be
more accurate. In Table 1, we list the simulation time for the PWM
circuit using SIMetrix and the new methods. It can be seen that
about 5 times speedup is achieved. Hence, PWL simulation can
easily make the tradeoff between simulation speed and accuracy.

Second, we take two other large filter circuits from [19] as our ex-
amples. Due to the page limitation, we only show the band-pass
circuit and its simulation results. The schematic of the band-pass
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Figure 10: The transient response for the PWM circuit.

Circuits SIMetrix SPWL-flat SPWL-hier
PWM 342s 290.74s 67.61

LowPass 306s 125.02s 44.04s
BandPass 317s N/A 36.75s

Table 1: Simulation time comparison.

circuit is shown in Fig. 11. Similarly, we use Fig. 8 as its behavioral
model for PWL simulation and Fig. 7 as actual circuit implemen-
tation of OPAMP. The transient responses from SIMetrix and PWL
tools are shown Fig. 12.

The CPU times are also shown in the Table 1. It can be seen that
hierarchical PWL simulator gives very accurate results compared
with SIMetrix, which use actual circuit implementation, while de-
livers about 10X speedup over SIMetrix. Also hierarchical PWL
simulation is about at least 3X to 5X faster than the flat one. More
importantly, it can deal with much larger circuits than the flat one.
Practically, this is not limitation to the simulation capacity of the
new hierarchical PWL analysis. So the proposed PWL simulator
can be effectively used for early stage design and verification of
analog design and mixed-signal circuits.
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Figure 11: A hierarchical band-pass filter circuit.
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Figure 12: The transient response for the band-pass filter cir-
cuit.
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8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new approach for hierarchical
transient analyses for nonlinear circuits modeled as piecewise-linear
circuits. The new method combines hierarchical symbolic analysis
approach with iterative Katzenelson’s algorithm to obtain numer-
ical result at each time point. We proposed parameterized PWL
modeling of nonlinear devices, which allows standard modified
nodal analysis formulation of parameterized PWL circuits and lead
to more compact circuit matrices than that of PWL circuits mod-
eled using ideal diodes. The resulting parameterized PWL circuits
are solved only once symbolically using hierarchical determinant
decision diagrams and are evaluated many times at every time step
in the Katzenelson’s algorithm. Experimental results on a number
of nonlinear analog circuits show that the proposed method out-
performs the commercial circuit simulator SIMetrix in CPU times
with reasonable accuracy. The easy tradeoff of speed versus accu-
racy makes PWL simulators ideal simulation tools for early stage
design and verification of analog design and mixed-signal circuits.
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